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ABSTRACT

The present paper reports about a numerical investigation on the effects of non-axisymmetric

endwall contouring on a low-speed compressor tandem stator. Usually related to a stochastic or

meta-heuristic optimization approach, this technique reserves still several unknowns regarding

its global applicability and general effectiveness, in particular concerning its application to

compressor stages. The scope of this paper is to provide clarity over fundamental effects of non-

axisymmetric endwall contouring on tandem configurations, in order derive some fundamental

guidelines to be used in future contouring definition and tandem stator aerodynamic design.

The reference geometry used in this research is a standard tandem vane arrangement with

smooth endwall and designed to represent a datum stage configuration for future investigations

of such blade geometries, experimental work on a low-speed research compressor being a next

step. This paper reports about a thorough flow field analysis of the optimized geometry in order

to understand local mechanisms occurring with non-axisymmetric contouring in the tandem

stator passage flow field and its overall performance. An improvement of 0.7% polytropic stage

efficiency was identified at near stall condition. Furthermore, characteristics of reference and

contoured geometry are compared at design and off-design conditions. One key interaction of

the endwall contouring with the tandem stator passage flow field has been identified as origin of

major flow field improvement at hub and shroud: the reduction of the cross-passage flow, which

results in reduction of the strength of the passage vortex and of the hub corner separation on

both blades. The paper concludes with some guidelines to derive on how endwall contouring

can be most effectively applied in tandem vanes of low-speed compressor stages.
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NOMENCLATURE

DF Diffusion Factor NS Near-Stall Point

DP Design Point HsV Horseshoe Vortex

H-C Hub and Casing contoured case PsV Passage Vortex

H-O Hub Only contoured case TE Trailing Edge

GCI Grid Convergence Index VVP Vortex Visualization Parameter

IGV Inlet Guide Vane ΠT Total Pressure Ratio Stage

LE Leading Edge ηtt,pol Total Polytropic Efficiency Stage

INTRODUCTION

Non-axisymmetric case contouring is dated back to the ’70s as an expedient often used to com-

pensate the low efficient geometry design of the blades and passage, in order to obtain a recovery
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in terms of performance of the stage or of the machine. The casing contouring directly or indirectly

influences the near casing flow field, affecting the secondary flow loss, in particular endwall loss.

After an initial application in low performing turbine stages, the endwall contouring moved to com-

pressor stages, where its impact on total pressure loss of secondary flows is lower due to the adverse

pressure gradient in the meridional direction. This flow field characteristic induces the vortices to

loose their rotational energy and to stagnate through a vortex brake-down, (Harvey (2008)). First

Harvey and Offord (2008), then also Dorfner et al. (2011a, 2011b), proved that end wall profiling

can be as effective as 3-D blading, in stator hub corner stall, directing and using the horseshoe vortex

as a delayer for stall. Reising and Schiffer (2009a, 2009b), apply non-axisymmetric contouring to

the rotor and stator of the Darmstadt Transonic Compressor. They performed a parametric study on

contouring in a stator, where they achieved an increase of efficiency and the suppression of the stator

hub-corner stall, defining how to suppress separation in transonic compressors it is better to use a

3-D blade shaping based on the total pressure loss reduction. Zhang et al. (2014) applied a double

process of optimization coupling the 3-D blade generator with a non-axisymmetric hub contouring

routine, on a double stage counter-rotating compressor. They find how both techniques can improve

the performances of the compressor, but they act on two different span ranges. In particular, the con-

tour affects mostly the static pressure distribution close to the hub ( 20% span), so they notice that

the new endwall not only improves the flow field along the chord direction but also redistributes the

aerodynamic parameters along the span. Concerning the tandem blade configuration, even though

the interest upon this subject started with intensive research only in the last 20 years, nowadays an

extensive literature background can be found. Important studies of tandem airfoils are given Canon

et al. (2005), where they show, in 2D numerical end experimental analysis, how a 50/50 split of

flow turning and blade load, together with a low axial overlap and high percent pitch gap, results in

the best configuration for optimum aerodynamic loss. McGlumphy et al. (2007) prove the superior

performance of a tandem rotor over a single blade configuration highlighting how, to relieve the sec-

ondary flows losses at the endwall, a non-uniform load split along the span should be considered.

This outcome appears to be pointed out also from the results in this paper. Another interesting work

has been carried out by Schluer et al. (2009), where is shown how the DF of the two airfoils strongly

influence their hub corner vortex stall. Müller et al. (2011) presented a thorough investigation over a

high-turning transonic tandem compressor cascade, comparing it with a reference single airfoil cas-

cade, showing how a change to a tandem configuration moves the transitional point upstream in the

front blade, but no relevant changes have been detected over the rear blade. Furthermore, they show

how the combination of a k-ω turbulence model coupled with the transition model of Kužolovic,

γ − Reθt , results in being incapable of representing the anisotropic turbulent aspects and topology

of the secondary flows. Over this result and the work of Tesch et al.(2014), fell the decision of not

implementing the usage of a transitional model. A focused research over the endwall flows has been

carried out experimentally by Hertel et al. (2014), where an accurate description of the cross-flow

phenomenon dynamic has been visualized and analysed through oil-flow imaging. Here again, it is

denoted how the rear blade corner vortex is almost invariant in function of the incidence angle of

the front vane. The investigations of Böhle and Frey(2014) proved the detrimental effects on the

overall performances of the front-vane corner separation, which is highly sensible to the incidence

angle of the front blade. From the state of the art, it appears clear how the non-axisymmetric end-

wall contouring could constitute an appropriate technique used to control the secondary flow losses

present at the tandem endwalls. A first and important application of this concept has been done by Li

and Chu (2019), where a double non-axisymmetric endwall contouring has been applied to the rotor

and tandem stator passage, of a highly loaded transonic stage implementing tandem configuration.

In their work, they highlighted three important locations within the stator passage endwall surface

where a contour change has significant effects. Those locations will be observed in the results section

of the present paper. Building on the work of Li and Chi, this work proposes an introspective visual

approach to explain the dynamics and the effects on secondary flows generated by non-axisymmetric
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endwall contouring, at hub and case, in a low-speed compressor high-turning tandem stator charac-

terized by a shrouded configuration. The decision of including the shroud cavity in the simulations is

based on the work of Heinichen et al. (2011), which clarifies the importance of the hub cavity flow

in the definition of an optimal non-axisymmetric contour for a shrouded single blade stator.

TEST CASE

IGV Rotor Tandem Stator

Cavity

Inlet Outlet

Figure 1: Meridional view of the reference low-speed axial

compressor stage.

The test case used for this

work is a one and a half stage low

speed axial compressor, charac-

terized by a shrouded tandem

vane configuration in the stator.

The stage under study was de-

veloped at the Institute of Turbo-

machinery and Flight Propulsion

of the Technical University of

Munich, as future research com-

pressor for experimental results.

Three vanes compose the test case stage, a frontal Inlet Guide Vane (IGV), Rotor vane (R) and Tan-

dem Stator vane (S1 & S2), all of them possess 40 blades (this choice has been made during the design

phase to allow easy unsteady analyses and experimental setups). As part of the shrouded stator vane,

also a cavity sealing arrangement is introduced into the model and simulated. It starts downstream of

the stator vane and recirculates part of the flow in front the LE of the front blade, in the gap between

rotor and stator, fig. 1. Stage specifications are given in tab. 1. The Lieblein Diffusion Factors of

0.51 for the rotor passage and 0.48 for the tandem stator passage have been chosen.

Numerical Scheme

Simulations were performed using the software ANSYS CFX 19.1. The code solves the steady-

state, three-dimensional, compressible Navier-Stokes equations using an element-based finite volume

method. The advancing in artificial time used to solve the steady state equations is discretized by a

second-order implicit backward Euler scheme, where the time step has been chosen at a starting value

of 1

ωspeed
∼ 5e − 4[s], allowing the solver to adapt it conservatively. The high resolution scheme is

also used to solve the k − ω based SST turbulence model. The choice of using an SST turbulence

model and of omitting the boundary layer transition modelling, considering the flow fully turbulent,

is based on the findings of Tesch et al.(2014). Their work proved how the SST model predicts results

in good agreement with the experimental measurements, in a similar low-speed compressor. The

simulation boundary conditions were imposed as a predefined total pressure, total temperature and

velocity direction radial distributions at the inlet, coupled with the imposition of a fixed mass flow

rate at the outlet of the domain. Low level (∼ 1%) of turbulence intensity was imposed at the inlet. A

single vane passage per row is simulated, using non-reflecting mixing planes at the interfaces between

the different blade rows. At the interface between the shroud cavity and the stator vane, a frozen rotor

Machrel at Rotor Inlet 0.23 Design Reynolds N. 5 x 104

Design Rot. Speed 1484 rpm Design ṁ 17.92 kg/s

Design Work Coefficient ψD 0.56 Design Flow Coefficient φD 0.57

Design ηtt,pol 89.50% Design ΠT 1.0372

Mean Radius 500 mm Hub/Tip Ratio at LE 0.80

Table 1: Stage specifications of the test case.
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approach has been chosen. The variation of the working point across the stability range is achieved

by varying the mass flow rate at the outlet. The last mass flow rate at which the simulation is deemed

converged is 15.40 kg/s (NS). A CFD simulation is deemed converged when imbalances variation is

below 0.005%, RMS of the governing equations are inferior to 1e-05, standard deviation of pressure

ratio and overall efficiency is under 0.005%.

Mesh Topology and GCI

The meshes of each single row’s passage are created using NUMECA Autogrid5 version 13.1rc.

The choice fell on this mesh generator due to its capabilities to create optimal structured mesh for

tandems, together with contoured endwalls. The topologies chosen for IGV and rotor vanes are

classical H-O-H, whereas for tandem stator meshing, a mixed topology based on the default handler

for tandem configuration of Autogrid5 is applied. Around each blade of the tandem, O mesh is

generated, whereas at inlet, outlet, and at the interfaces with the seal leaking passage, a structured

H mesh is used. A GCI study has been performed on the mesh to attest the level of convergence of

Mesh Nodes h r21 r32 φ1 φ2

N1 9’418’632 6.5836e-4 1.3486 89.4242 [%] 103601 [Pa]

N2 3’839’792 8.8789e-4 1.5278 89.3878 [%] 103596 [Pa]

N3 1’076’768 1.3565e-3 89.3722 [%] 103607 [Pa]

φ φext
21

[p] eabs
21

eabs−ext
21

GCI21 %

φ1 89.43 5.5 4e-4 0.050425 0.01216

φ2 103608 1.98 4.8e-5 0.0109 0.0075

Table 2: Grid GCI study results.

the model used. The space discretization of the model has to be pondered, in order to find the best

compromise between high grade of accuracy and computational cost. In order to guarantee mesh

independent results a methodology to assess the uncertainty of a discretization model is introduced,

following the regulations emitted by the Journal of Fluid Engineering (2008). Due to the application

of the endwall contouring only to the stator passage, the GCI study has been restricted only to the

tandem vanes mesh, while the rotor and IGV meshes have been considered to possess satisfactory

level of accuracy. A convergence study based on the Richardson Extrapolation, Roache (1998), was

performed over three meshes. The quantities monitored are mass-averaged total polytropic efficiency

between inlet and outlet of the entire stage (φ1) and area-averaged pressure (φ2) at the trailing edge

of the rear blade of the tandem stator. In Tab. 2, information on the three meshes used and GCI study

results are shown. The authors find the order of convergence [p] compatible with the scheme used

and the values of the GCI21 small enough to assume that the discretization error does not affect the

evaluations made over the results.

Optimization Process

The optimized endwall configurations presented in this work have been obtained from an in-

house developed optimization software. The code, called ATOMIC, uses as core for the research

of optimum, the meta-heuristic optimizer AutoOpti, developed by DLR. AutoOpti makes use of

evolutionary strategies as kernel of its optimization algorithm, supported by the integration of meta-

model or surrogates models, Kriging in this case, to speed up the optimization process, Voß et al.

(2019). The geometry parametrization is obtained discretizing the endwalls through Rational Beziér-

Surfaces. This means the surface is described by a discrete number of variables, called control points,

and represented as grid over the actual surface, where the corners share common position in space

with the corner of the solid surface itself. The surface contouring is obtained through the defini-

tion of a radial displacements vector which specifies a radial movement for each control point, as

a fraction of the reference surface mean radius. In order to reduce the time request in phase of

optimization, the CFD simulations were carried on the stator mesh only (comprised of the cavity).
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The inlet boundary conditions for these simulations were extracted from the full stage simulations

of reference. The stand alone tandem stator mesh used was reduced to a total size of ∼ 880.000
nodes for the stator passage and ∼ 280.000 nodes for the cavity. In order to ensure stability and

convergence of the simulations on this isolated mesh, the inlet surface had to be moved upstream

by one chord-length. The results presented here show the outcomes of two different optimization

processes. One process concerned the optimization of one endwall, the hub surface (H-O), whereas a

second optimization has been performed over both endwalls, the hub and the casing surfaces (H-C).

(a) H-C case. (b) H-O case.

Figure 2: Control points grids of the dis-

cretized endwalls.

The meridional extension of the parametric surface

is the same in both cases, it starts from the conjunc-

tion point between the cavity and the stator vane,

ending at the rear blade TE, as shown in fig. 2. The

hub surface has been discretized in two different

ways, whereas the hub and casing surfaces in the

HS optimization possessed the same number and

position of control parameters. In particular, the

H-O optimization process used 53 control points,

whereas for the H-C optimization 114 are used,

equally divided between hub and shroud (57 each).

The objective function to be minimized in the meta-

heuristic optimization was defined as the inverse

of the static polytropic efficiency across the sta-

tor vane. Several constraints were imposed to the

space of solution, upon four flow quantities: static

pressure ratio, total loss coefficient, mass flow and

outflow angle. The stopping criteria of the optimization process is based on the number of mem-

ber evaluations required to reach a further improved best member (more then 100 iterations/member

evaluations) and the relative improvement between the last best member and its successor (difference

in improvement lower than 0.01%).

RESULTS

Optimized Endwalls

The results of the two optimization processes are presented in fig. 3. Referring to the contoured

hubs in the two optimized cases, H-O and H-C, it can be clearly seen how the two contours differ from

each other in terms of magnitude of the surface deformation, even though they manage to achieve an

almost equal improvement of the total polytropic efficiency. In fig. 4 are plotted the characteristic

curves of the three case over non-dimensional mass flow rate. Both the optimized configuration prove

their effectiveness through an increase in stage total polytropic efficiency and a reduction of the mass-

averaged total loss coefficient at the outlet of the stator vane. An improvement of ∼ 0.2% in stage

efficiency is given by both contoured vanes at design point, thanks to a reduction in mass-averaged to-

tal losses of ∼ 17%. This improvement reduces to zero moving toward chocking condition, whereas

it increases toward stall condition up to +0.75% in polytropic efficiency for the H-O case and +0.5%
for the H-C. Even though the two endwall contours appear to be so different in terms of maximum

deformation magnitude, it is worth noting that the position along the meridional and circumferen-

tial direction of the peaks of deformation are quite similar. The optimization algorithm managed to

discover two endwall configurations capable of improving the performance of the stator vane pas-

sage at design point and off design applying specific endwall contours/deformation based on valid

reasons, which will be explained, defined by a total (meta) heuristic approach. Through a detailed

analysis of the contouring effects, it is intended to clarify a generic guideline for better directing the

optimizer in the search for a well-performing contoured endwall. This could help future investiga-

tion in speeding up the process, making the optimizer focus on the right area/zone of the solution
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(a) Hub radius contour

ref.

(b) Hub radius contour

H-O case.

(c) Hub radius contour

H-C case.

(d) Casing radius con-

tour ref.

(e) Casing radius con-

tour H-C case.

Channel 

height [%] 

8.00

5.80

3.60

1.40

-0.80

-3.00

Figure 3: Blade to Blade views of the radius contour at hub and casing of the three cases.
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Figure 4: Characteristic curve of mass-averaged total polytropic efficiency (ηtt), mass-averaged

total pressure ratio (ΠT ) and mass-averaged total pressure loss coefficient (ωloss) over non-

dimensional massflow.

domain. Before analysing the flow field of the optimized tandem vanes more carefully, a close look

to the aerodynamics of the reference stage and to the phenomenon occurring close to the endwalls is

necessary.
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Analysis of the Reference Case Flow-Field Phenomena

The reference tandem configuration is affected by three major secondary phenomena on both

endwalls: a passage vortex, that is generated at the inlet of the front vane, a strong cross-passage flow

occurring at both endwalls (hub and case), and the endwall corner separations, near the TEs in both

tandem vanes. Figure 5b show a three-dimensional view of the passage and horseshoe vortices close

to the hub, together with the hub streamlines, through the usage of the VVP technique of visualization,

Straccia et al. (2019). It is visible how a strong interaction occurs in the behaviour of these three

mechanisms. The passage vortex starts at the beginning of the front vane passage and is triggered by

the here present circumferential velocity gradient. At the front vane inlet in fact, the incoming main

flow possessing a high positive circumferential velocity component is overlapping the low momentum

cavity leakage flow, which possesses a small (or even negative) circumferential velocity component

since it is influenced by the circumferential pressure gradient present at the front vane leading edge.

The horseshoe vortices HsV are subjected to a similar dynamic, in which the main flow interacts with

the stagnation fluid present at both blades LE. Looking carefully, it can be noticed how the passage

vortex PsV, after a short interaction with the HsV of the rear blade, keeps turning circumferentially,

ending up, still strong, close to the suction side of the rear blade. Here, the passage vortex interacts

the the rear vane corner separation generating a zone of high losses, as can be seen from Mach number

contour in fig. 5c. The HsV generated by the first blade, is impacting on the LE of the rear blade,

and mixing with the here generated horseshoe vortex. It can be reasonably assumed how all the

vortices are then eventually fed by the stronger cross-passage flow at the endwalls, which allows the

vortices to grow more in size and downstream extension, increasing the total losses generated at the

outlet of the stator passage. Furthermore, the cross-flow also interacts with the blades suction side

flow, increasing the extension of the here present hub corner separation. Eventually the cross-flow

envelops itself with the low momentum boundary layer detached from the corner separation, at both

blades TE, and generates additional vortices called hub corner vortices. Summarising the concepts,

the reference case presents strong vortices at the near endwall areas of the passage due to a strong

cross-flow phenomenon, as depicted in figs. 5 where hub streamlines at the hub surface and the

shape and extension of the three-dimensional vortices are shown. This strong cross-flow is caused

(a) Reference case.

Cavity �low 

rolling vortex

PsV

HsV 
rear vane

HsV front 
vane

(b) Vortices visualization.

Swirling 

Helicity
1

0

-1

(c) Mach contour 5% Span.

Mach Contour 

5% Span

3.00e-1

2.53e-1

2.07e-1

1.61e-1

1.15e-1

0.69e-1

0.23e-1

Figure 5: Hub streamlines. Vortices visualization with VVP = 1.5, coloured by swirling helicity.

by the low momentum flow injected into the main gas path by the cavity, shortly upstream of the

front blade LE. This low momentum flow rolls-up in a small vortex, see fig. 5b, which propagates

circumferentially and restrains the main flow from propagating toward the endwall itself, creating in

its place, a layer of mixed momentum fluid (so slower than the main flow, but faster than the cavity

flow). The cause of this roll-up vortex has to be attributed to the geometrical discontinuity at the

interface with the cavity. This layer, being less energetic in its downstream momentum component,

is more subjected to the meridional and circumferential pressure gradients, generating a growth of

boundary layer and a stronger cross-flow when compared to a case without cavity flow. The cross-
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passage flow itself is generally more impacting on the stage performance, compared to a single blade

configuration, due to the different meridional chord length and the different loading to which the two

configurations are exposed. In particular, the major meridional length of the tandem vane, makes it

easier for the cross-passage flow to reach the suction side of the following blade, triggering stronger

hub corner vortices. Additionally, the load split between front and read blade is an important factor

that acts over the passage cross-flow (as well as over the hub corner separation), as studied by Schluer

and al. (2009). A highly loaded front vane, will create higher pressure gradient, thus higher velocity

potential field, which will determine, close to the endwall, a higher turning of the flow (stronger cross-

flow), increasing even more the losses at the exit of the vane. The authors regard this mechanism as

really important to understand the results of the endwall optimization processes.

The Endwalls Solution

The previous subsection highlighted flow mechanism and problems of the reference case. With

this knowledge in mind, focus can move back to the shape assumed by the optimized configuration.

Figure 6 shows a three dimensional front and rear view of radius contour on the inner endwall of the

two cases, H-O and H-C. A first glance at the two contours highlights how three specific locations

B

A

(a) Case H-O.

A

B

(b) Case H-C.

D

B

(c) Case H-C - Casing.

Channel 

height [%] 

8.00

5.80

3.60

1.40

-0.80

-3.00

C

(d) Case H-O.

C

(e) Case H-C.

D

C

(f) Case H-C - Casing.

Figure 6: Three dimensional view of the non-axisymmetric contoured hub, coloured by defor-

mation value expressed in percentage of channel height. Front view in a),b),c). Rear view in

d),e),f).

over the hub surfaces have the same trend of deformation, referred as A, B and C in figs. 6a and 6b.

The deformation A is an increase of the radius at LE of the front vane, it extends circumferentially

across the blade passage, acting as a barrier deviating the low momentum flow field. The deformation

in B instead happens in front of the second blade leading edge, taking the shape of a stocky ”fin”,

which extends along the meridional direction along the pressure side of the front vane and in the

first half of the rear vane. This shape is more evident in the H-O case, where the magnitude of

this deformation is higher compared to the H-C case. The peak deformation of B appears to be

located where the flow field has its lowest value in terms of velocity, so in front of the LE of the rear

blade (fig. 5c). Here, as discussed before, the local pressure peak generated by the LE stagnation

point, creates a zone of low momentum flow which is then split between the passage centre and

the gap between the two blades. The B deformation appears to prevent the fluid from an excessive

deceleration, increasing the flow passing through the blades gap, by +2.3% mass flow rate in the

H-O case and +1% in the H-C case, figs. 9 and 10. The area C denotes a local enlargement of

the passage section, thanks to a reduction of the local radius, by the rear blade suction side, slightly
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Figure 7: Circumferentially averaged radius at hub (left), at casing (centre) and average vane

area (right) along the contouring surface meridional length.

circumferentially shifted toward the middle of the passage. This reduction is clearly visible in the H-

C case, in which it extends along almost the entire length of the blade surface, and less evident in the

H-O, even though it is present with the same trend. The deformation C appears to aim to reduce the

impact of the cross-passage flow on the rear vane corner separation. It forces the mixing of the flow

incoming from the blades gap with the cross-passage flow in a position that is more shifted toward the

middle of the passage compared to the reference case, as shown in figs. 9 and 10. In both cases, the

contoured endwalls generate a reduction of cavity flow leakage of ∼ −0.35% at design point, despite

the slight increase in total and static pressure at the stator outlet, on so an increase in the pressure

differential driving the recirculation flows across the cavity. This flow reduction is achieved only at

design point, whereas at near stall condition, due to a higher static pressure achieved by the optimized

configurations, the cavity flow leakage stays almost the same as the reference in the H-C (−0.05%)

and increases largely in the H-O (∼ +0.3%). Interesting is that on the casing contour only two of

these three characteristic contouring positions can be found, specifically B and C, whereas A is not

present, due to the absence of a cavity and associated leakage interacting with the near-casing blade

section, as shown in figs. 6c and 6f. Instead of A, there is a different deformation on the suction side

and in the central part of the front vane passage, denominated as D, which coincides with an increase

of the local casing radius. It can be noticed that on the front blade suction side, at hub and shroud,

and in both cases, H-O and H-C, an expansion of the local area of the passage occurs (hub radius

reduction, casing radius increment), whereas the opposite happens at the pressure side where the
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Figure 8: Circumferentially mass-averaged radial distri-

bution of the Lieblein’s diffusion factor of full passage

(left), front vane (centre) rear vane (right).

local area is reduced (hub radius incre-

ment, casing radius reduction). This

kind of contour acts on the flow field

slowing down the flow near the suction

side and accelerating it near the pres-

sure side, aiming to reduce the blade

loading on the front vane. This effect

is shown in a clearer way when plotting

the Lieblein diffusion factor radial dis-

tributions of the entire stage and of the

single blades in fig. 8. In this figure, it

can be seen how the front vane is un-

loaded at low span, thus showing a re-

duction of the diffusion factor, whereas

the rear vane results to be more loaded.

This aspect is highlighted in the design

point and near stall analysis, but they already suggest how the intention of the optimizer is to reduce

the load on the front vane profile and shifting the aerodynamic load on the rear vane, as solution

for the high level of cross-flow present. This strategy of modifying the blade loading, is even more

evident when looking at the area of the passage along the meridional extension of the contoured sur-

9



face, depicted in fig. 7. In these graphs, the axisymmetric component has been de-coupled from the

non-axisymmetric one calculating the circumferentially average value of the radius at each merid-

ional position. Consequently the cross-sectional area of the passage has been calculated based on the

resulting mean radius value at each meridional position. Figure 7 shows how the area expansion of

the reference vane, which defines the diffusion in the stator passage, is strongly altered. In particular,

the H-O case shows a restriction of the area passage along the entire optimized vane, slightly accel-

erating the flow field, thus unloading the profiles near the hub surface. This contraction finds its peak

between the front blade TE and the rear blade LE. A different trend is established by the H-C case:

here, after an initial reduction of the vane cross-sectional area along the front blade passage, the con-

tour generates a higher expansion along the rear blade passage, shifting the diffusion (aerodynamic

loading at the near endwall blade sections) from the front blade to the rear blade. From the present

section, it can be highlighted how the non-axisymmetric contouring composes itself of two type of

deformations: an axisymmetric endwall contour, which affects the flow diffusion along the passage,

thus the blade loading, modifying and reducing the passage crossflow; and a non-axisymmetric com-

ponent, which interacts and try to reduce local flow phenomena such as vortices (horseshoes, passage)

or the low momentum fluid introduced from the cavity leakage.

Design Point and Near Stall Point

The comparative flow field analyses among the reference case and the optimized ones, shows a

good agreement with the conclusion deducted in the previous part of the results section. The op-

timization process was run only at the design point, in order to enhance the maximum stator vane

efficiency, not particularly considering the variation of the stall margins. Nevertheless, the optimized

geometries proved to be extremely effective also at off-design conditions. Figure 9 shows a compar-

ison of static pressure contours and streamlines at the hub surface. It is clear how both the optimized

(a) Reference case, DP. (b) H-C case, DP. (c) H-O case, DP.
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(d) Reference case, NS. (e) H-C case, NS. (f) H-O case, NS.
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Figure 9: Static pressure contours and streamlines displacement over hub surface, at design

point a), b), c) and at near stall point d), e), f).
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(a) Reference case, DP. (b) H-C case, DP. (c) H-O case, DP.

Mach Contour 

5% Span
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0.23e-1

(d) Reference case, NS. (e) H-C case, NS. (f) H-O case, NS.

Figure 10: Mach number contours at 5% span. Design point a), b), c) and at near stall point d),

e), f).

configurations reduce the amount of cross-flow along the stator vane, especially at NS point, even

though the contouring approach taken by the two case appears different. The H-C case shows a more

regular and homogeneous streamlines pattern, less circumferentially bended toward the suction side

of the adjacent blades, due to a different distribution of static pressure. This effect relaxes the merid-

ional pressure gradient along the front blade passage making it steeper across the rear blade vane.

In this way, the incoming flow near the endwall ”feels” a weaker push from the pressure side of the

front blade, delaying the circumferential velocity component growth. The H-O case instead seems

to use a different approach, which ends up increasing the total polytropic efficiency but also shifting

operation toward a lower mass flow rate compared to the reference case, as shown in fig. 4. Carefully

looking at the fig. 9c, it becomes obvious how the local contouring in the A zone splits the stream

entering the front blade passage in two branches: one follows the suction side of the blade, the other

highly deviates circumferentially and develops along the suction side of the adjacent blade. From the

Mach contours plotted in fig. 10 some additional observations on the variation generated from the

contoured endwalls can be made. Downstream of the deformation A, the passage flow is accelerated

meridionally due to the interaction with the B zone of local contouring, in which a restriction of the

cross-sectional area of the vane is created. The ”hill fin” shaped in B splits again the stream in two

branches: one forced through the tandem blades gap and toward the rear blade pressure side; the

other branch is pushed toward the adjacent rear blade suction side. This effect is more evident in the

H-O. Here in fact, this second branch appears to locally worsen the vorticity structures near the TE

of the rear vane at DP, creating a local area of flow recirculation, as shown in fig. 9c. For both case

this second flow-branch is accelerated by the reduction in meridional pressure gradient across of the

front vane passage and this reduces the area of low momentum fluid present on the wake of the front

vane, in particular at near stall condition as shown in figs. 10f, 10e. This local behaviour of the flow

influences the dynamic of the there-present hub corner vortex, enhancing the stability and reducing

the area of the boundary layer detachment, figs. 11g, 12f. Furthermore, the C contour accelerates

the flow through the tandem blades gap contributing to this load reduction of the front vane aft part.

The reduced strength of the vortices reaching the outlet of the stator vane is the reason at the base of

the total pressure loss reduction, plotted in fig. 11. Interesting to notice in this figure is how, despite
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Figure 11: Total pressure loss coefficient contour at TE of rear blade, at design point a), b), c)

and at near stall point e), f), g). Total pressure loss coefficient radial profiles d), h).

the good reduction in total pressure losses close to the hub of the H-C configuration, the mass flow

averaged value of it, shown in fig. 4, is still higher compared to the H-O case. Indeed, in figs. 11f

and 11b it appears that the boundary layer has thicker displacement compared to the reference case.

This is because, apart from the beneficial effects observed, the tendency of shifting the load from the

front vane to the rear vane ended in higher flow diffusion in the rear part of the stator vane and conse-

quently caused an increase in blockage close to the casing endwall. This effects is double in the H-C

case since it is happening also at the near case region. From the Mach number and losses contours,

it is seen in the reference case how the passage vortex mixes with the hub corner vortex generated by

rear blade in low momentum flow at the stator outlet. In the two optimized cases this mixing does

hardly happen, leaving the passage vortex in the H-O case isolated, or reducing its size and strength

in the H-C case. In fig. 12 this can be seen even clearer, where the comparison of the three case

highlights how the reduction of the cross-flow also strongly reduces the size, strength and extension

of the passage vortex in the H-C case. Also a reduction of the HsV pressure side branch of the front

vane and the increase in strength and size of the HsV pressure side branch of the rear blade compared

to the reference case occurs in both cases. At NS condition, the passage vortex meets at midway

across the stator vane with the really strong hub corner vortex generated at this work condition. In

particular, the H-C case manages to strongly reduce the size and the meridional extension of the pas-

sage vortex, whereas in the H-O case contouring the intensity of the front vane hub corner vortex is

being cut down. Even though both contoured endwall triggers stronger HsV on the rear blade LE,

those vortices appears to be not strong enough to resist the meridional pressure gradient and dissipate

before reaching the outlet of the stator vane. A last look at the blade pressure distribution in fig. 13

confirms how both endwall contouring cases manage to reduce the load on the aft part of the front

blade, whereas the loading on the rear blade is slightly increased. The H-C case curves indicate the

tendency of the optimizer to change and shift the blades loading. Specifically, the front blade appears
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Figure 12: Three dimensional visualization of the passage and passage vortices. V V P = 1.5
colourized by helicity, at design point a),b),c) and at near stall point d),e),f).
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Figure 13: Pressure distribution along the tandem blades surfaces at 0.025, 0.05 and 0.975 span.

Static pressure distribution along the span at rear blade TE. At design point and near stall

point.

to be more front-loaded with a reduction in its aft part, whereas the rear blade experiences a slightly

higher blade load, mostly in the front-part of the camber line. This applies to the distributions close

to the hub and casing. Concerning the H-O case, it appears the optimizer tries to off-load the front

blade, accelerating the flow and shifting toward the casing the workload. This improves the perfor-

mance but reduces the static pressure rise at high span values, making the distribution along the span

more uniform at design point, whereas at NS condition, the increase in static pressure matches the
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results of H-C case, as shown in fig. 13, right column. Focusing on the casing area, concerning only

the H-C case, a modest variation of the pressure contours at the front blade is present, even though

improvements generated by the casing contouring appear to be feeble.

CONCLUSIONS

In the present work two non-axisymmetric endwall contouring optimizations have been applied

to a tandem stator vane of a low-speed axial compressor stage. In one optimization only the endwall

at the hub has been contoured, H-O case, whereas a second optimization has been performed at hub

and shroud, H-C case. The main outcomes of this work can be summarized as follow:
• The resulting optimized endwall configurations improved the stage polytropic efficiency of 0.2% at

design point, up to 0.4% for H-C and 0.7% for H-O at near stall condition. The increase of total

polytropic efficiency of the stage has been achieved through the total pressure losses reduction on

the tandem stator passage.

• The major effect of the non-axisymmetric endwall contouring was observed in the reduction of

cross-passage flow at the endwalls by means of surface streamlines visualization. The optimized

contours shift the blade loading to the rear vane, in order to reduce the meridional growth of the cir-

cumferential pressure gradient along the front vane; in this way the cross-passage flow phenomenon

reduces and shifts its starting point more downstream in the optimized configurations. Since the

cross-passage flow has been identified as the boosting factor of the strength of the passage vortices

and of the corner separation, its reduction consequently reduces the other two secondary flow phe-

nomena mentioned, leading to a decrease in total pressure losses measured in the tandem stator

(giving an increase in total polytropic efficiency of the machine).

• The analyses of the circumferentially averaged hub radius along the meridional passage highlighted

how the non-axisymmetric endwall contour is made up of the superimposition of a general axisym-

metric contour and a local non-axisymmetric contour deformation. The axisymmetric part appears

to interact with and reduce the cross-passage flow, whereas the non-axisymmetric deformation in-

teracted with the local flow phenomena, as the passage vortex or the horseshoe vortices of the front

and rear vane.

• The axisymmetric contouring in the H-O case tries to generally restrict the cross-sectional area of

the passage, with the smallest section in front of the rear blade leading edge. In the H-C case instead,

after an initial reduction of the cross-sectional area along the front vane passage,the cross-sectional

area is increased along the rear vane passage. In both cases the axisymmetric contour shifts the

aerodynamic load to the rear vane of the tandem stator.

• The comparison between the two optimized cases shows common zones where the local non-

axisymmetric contouring is applied: one is in front of the blade leading edge called A zone intending

to influence the inner shroud cavity flow; a second local contour identified as B zone, which is fin

shaped and with a peak in height in front of this latter; the third zone, called C, is a local surface

depression along the rear blade suction side. In both cases the contouring appears to attempt to

prevent the crossflow from impacting on the rear vane suction both at the hub and, to a lesser extent,

at the casing (H-C).

• Concluding, the shown results underline the potentiality of a variable-along-the-span blade load split

between the two tandem blades. Even though Schluer et al. (2009) suggest how this kind of variation

is strictly constrained by the Diffusion Factor of each blade and of the entire vane, it is foreseeable

how an implementation of additional non-axisymmetric case contouring to a variable along the span

blade load split configuration can be the key to further improve the tandem blades performances,

reducing the detrimental effects. In particular, when designing tandem vanes geometry, an equal

blade load split at midspan proves to be the best choice, whereas at the near endwall sections a

more rear-loaded configuration should be attained. Finally the application of the non-axisymmetric

contours help improving further the blade row performance.
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